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 .. for every style or instrument, and have the presets jump into action with one click. . . Easily dial in your desired level on a per-instrument basis . . . with the Neutron 3 Advanced Group Master function. And if you don't like what you hear, just adjust the Mix Levels manually with the Volume, Gain, and Phase controls. It's lightweight, easy to use, and has a whole lot of power. Advanced Group
Master Neutron 3 Advanced is the first-ever plug-in that listens to your entire session to suggest an overall mix level to kick things off right. Create custom presets ... for every style or instrument, and have the presets jump into action with one click. . . Easily dial in your desired level on a per-instrument basis . . . with the Neutron 3 Advanced Group Master function. And if you don't like what you

hear, just adjust the Mix Levels manually with the Volume, Gain, and Phase controls. The latest Mac OS X updates improve the application's stability, and add the ability to record audio to and from up to 16 audio channels simultaneously. The new Live Broadcast feature lets you record video while performing live, then instantly convert that footage to a video file. It's a great tool for YouTube,
Vimeo, and websites that use MediaElement.js. Live Broadcast settings include volume, audio pan, camera quality, bitrate, resolution, and gamma, all of which can be easily adjusted while in use. There's also an updated Neutron Mixer that now has a wide assortment of presets and effects. Editors can now preview their projects from within the application, with support for Pre-Alpha and Red screens.

Built-in Presets section is a new addition that lets you save your own mixes, with the ability to customize even further. There are also new keyboard shortcuts and two new editors, the FlexiRuler and the Rescan editor. The FlexiRuler lets you stretch or shrink the horizontal and vertical boundaries of a file, without having to re-open it first. The Rescan editor lets you quickly re-open the file by
automatically opening it in Preview 82157476af
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